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Orion customised price-quality path proposal 

We released a process paper and an issues paper that explained how interested persons can 

have their say on Orion’s proposal, and our role and process in evaluating the proposal. We 

received 19 submissions, copies of which can be found below. 

On 7 June we released, for comment, two expert reports commissioned by us on the 

insurance of electricity distribution assets and on clawback of historic costs and lower than 

expected revenues. Submissions on these reports are posted below. 

Draft decision 

The draft decision was released on Wednesday 14 August 2013 and we invite submissions 

on it. The draft decision, and expert reports are available below. 

Submissions are invited by 5pm on 20 September 2013. Due to the tight timeframes for this 

project, this deadline will be strictly enforced and we are very unlikely to grant any 

extension. 

There will then be an opportunity for cross-submissions on matters raised in submissions, 

which we ask to receive by 5pm on 11 October 2013. 

Orion request for information about draft decision 

In response to a request from Orion on 22 August 2013, we have published four workbooks. 

The workbooks, which can be found below (under the heading Response to Orion request 

for information about draft decision), are: 

• Orion Questions on Draft Decision and Commerce Commission responses. This is a 

summary of the Orion email of 22 August 2013. 

• Response to Orion Questions 22 August 2013 – Input Model Changes. This is a 

summary of the changes we have made to Orion’s input models to arrive at the input 

values used in our Financial Model. 

• Response to Orion Questions 22 August 2013 – Claw-back calculations for Orion. This 

shows further details about our claw-back calculations. 

• Response to Orion Questions 22 August 2013 – Connections and Extensions 

Forecasts. This show how we have calculated capital contributions. 

Two further items of financial information have also been drawn to our attention since our 

draft decision was published: 

• Further to paragraph O12 of our Draft Reasons Paper, there is a further adjustment 

to the input models required to reflect our draft decisions on capex allowances. The 

paper indicated a reduction in capex for project CPP1 in the CPP period of $20.0m 

(see Table D4 on page 148), but this was adjusted to $22.0m, based on an earlier 

value proposed by Strata Consulting Limited (Strata). We have now concluded that 

$20.0m is appropriate and this will be reflected in our final decision. 
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• Strata has advised us of an error in its final report in relation to emergency 

maintenance. As a result, the annual and total CPP figures calculated by Strata will 

be adjusted in our final decision to represent the intended maximum allowance for 

cables: 

- The annual reduction was shown as $1.803m ($9m over the CPP period). The correct 

annual reduction recommended by Strata is $0.555m ($2.775m over the CPP period). 

- The draft decision understates the allowance for emergency maintenance opex by 

$6.225m (ie, by 2.2% of total opex or 0.7% of the total MAR for the CPP period). The MAR 

for 2014 is estimated to increase from $155.8m to $157.1m as a result. 

We have also published two files used by Strata in its analysis of Orion’s proposed 

replacement capex. These files are discussed on pages 25-37 of Strata’s expert report that 

was released with the draft decision on Orion's CPP proposal. 

On 29 August, Orion provided us with more detailed questions about the information it was 

seeking on the NZIER report, which was published at the same time as the draft CPP 

decision. This information is set out in a summary attached below (also under the heading 

Response to Orion request for information about draft decision), with references to where 

this material can be located in the NZIER report. 

Draft determination 

The draft determination was released on 4 September 2013, which we propose to use to 

give effect to our decisions on Orion’s customised price-quality path. This draft 

determination reflects our current draft decisions on the price-quality path, which were 

released on 14 August 2013. The final determination will be updated to reflect our final 

decisions on Orion’s customised price-quality path. 

We invite submissions on the form and content of our draft determination by 5pm on 20 

September 2013. There will then be an opportunity for cross-submissions on matters raised 

in submissions, which we ask to receive by 5pm on 11 October 2013. Due to the tight 

timeframes for this project, this deadline will be strictly enforced and we are very unlikely to 

grant any extensions. 

Orion extension to provide technical comments on form of the draft determination 

On 13 September, we provided Orion with an extension for technical comments on the form 

of the draft determination and whether it adequately implements the draft decision. This 

submission is now due by 5pm on 30 September 2013. 

There is no extension of time for Orion’s submissions on our draft decision paper. All 

submissions on our draft decision paper continue to be due by 5pm on 20 September 2013. 

Copies of our draft determination and a companion paper that explains key parts of the 

draft determination and the proposed compliance requirements for Orion’s price-quality 

path can be found below. 
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Notice to supply information to the Commerce Commission under section 53ZD of the 

Commerce Act 

On 3 October, we issued Orion with a notice to supply information under section 53ZD of 

the Commerce Act. On 9 October, we amended the content and timing of response for one 

part of the information requested (Schedule 2). This notice requests background analysis on 

points made by Orion in its submission on the Commission’s draft decision on Orion’s 

customised price-quality path. We are requesting this information to enable us to 

understand the statements made in Orion’s submission, which will inform our final decision. 

Also on 9 October, we issued Orion with a second section 53ZD notice requesting actual 

2013 values for commissioned assets. We are requesting this information to enable us to 

update our Orion CPP modelling to further incorporate Orion’s FY13 financial results in our 

final decision. 

A copy of both of these information requests can be found below (under the heading 

Section 53ZD notice to supply information). 

Consultation on Proposed Approach to Specification of Controllable Opex 

On 6 November, as indicated when we issued details about our consultation on our 

approach to specification of controllable opex on Wednesday 30 October 2013, we issued 

an updated draft determination for technical consultation on drafting changes for 

controllable opex. 

As required in the Electricity Distribution Services Input Methodologies Determination, we 

propose to implement the IRIS by specifying an opex allowance and the categories of opex 

that we determine are controllable (allowed controllable opex) in our updated draft 

determination. We have also added definitions to the determination for allowed 

controllable opex, operating expenditure, and opex categories. These are set out in clause 4. 

We have not specified a process for reporting IRIS-related information because this is 

already required under our Electricity Distribution Services Information Disclosure 

Determination. We have also excluded any provisions covering calculation of incremental 

changes because these are calculated in accordance with the Electricity Distribution Services 

Input Methodologies Determination. 

You can read more about our CPP assessment and evaluation process in our Customised 

Price-Quality Regulation fact sheet. 

 


